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Abstract
The copper-sulphur bond which binds cysteinate to the metal centre is a key factor in
the spectroscopy of blue copper proteins. We present theoretical calculations describing the
electronically excited states of small molecules, including CuSH, CuSCH3, (CH3)2SCuSH,
(imidazole)-CuSH and (imidazole)2-CuSH, derived from the active site of blue copper pro-
teins that contain the copper-sulphur bond in order to identify small molecular systems that
have electronic structure that is analogous to the active site of the proteins. Both neutral and
cationic forms are studied, since these represent the reduced and oxidised forms of the pro-
tein, respectively. For CuSH and CuSH+, excitation energies from time-dependent density
functional theory with the B97-1 exchange-correlation functional agree well with the available
experimental data and multireference configuration interaction calculations. For the positive
ions, the singly occupied molecular orbital is formed from an antibonding combination of a 3d
orbital on copper and a 3pp orbital on sulphur, which is analogous to the protein. This leads
several of the molecules to have qualitatively similar electronic spectra to the proteins. For the
neutral molecules, changes in the nature of the low lying virtual orbitals leads the predicted
electronic spectra to vary substantially between the different molecules. In particular, addition
of a ligand bonded directly to copper results in the low-lying excited states observed in CuSH
and CuSCH3 to be absent or shifted to higher energies.
Introduction
Blue copper proteins are involved in a number of important biological processes, primarily to fa-
cilitate electron transfer.1 For example, in photosynthesis plastocyanin accepts an electron from
cytochrome f in photosystem II and transfers it to chlorophyll in photosystem I. In their oxisidised
form, blue copper proteins have a rich electronic structure that has been studied extensively by a
variety of spectroscopic techniques, resulting in a good understanding of the electronic structure
of the active site and its dependence on the geometric structure.2,3 Plastocyanin represents a clas-
sic example of a blue copper protein. The active site of plastocyanin contains a cysteinate, two
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histidine and a methionine ligand, and is illustrated in Figure 1. The formal charge of copper in
the oxidised form is +2, while the active site including ligands has an overall formal charge of +1
owing to the formal negative charge of the cysteinate ligand.
The optical absorption spectrum of plastocyanin in its oxidised form has an intense band at 770
nm (2.07 eV) with a weaker band at 600 nm (1.60 eV) , which are assigned to a Cysp !Cu ligand
to metal charge transfer (LMCT) transition and d!d ligand field excitations, respectively.2,4 At
higher energy a weaker feature at about 470 nm (2.65 eV) is observed and assigned to Cyss !Cu
transition.5 Detailed theoretical analysis has shown that the singly occupied molecular orbital
(SOMO) can be described as the antibonding combination of the Cu 3dx2 y2 orbital and the Scys3pp
orbital, where the z-axis lies along the Cu-Smethionine bond, and the x and y axes lie along the Cu-
Nhistidine bonds. The intense band arises from an excitation from the bonding combination of the
Cu 3dx2 y2 orbital and the Scys3pp orbital to the SOMO.5–7 Closely related blue copper sites, such
as cucumber basic protein, pseudoazurin and nitrite reductase, each have a slightly distorted active
site compared to plastocyanin and exhibit remarkably different spectral features, in particular an
increased intensity of the higher energy band.4,8 Furthermore, recent studies have shown that a
closely related protein, nitrosocyanin, adsorbs in the red.9 This results from a change in the na-
ture of the intense transition from an excitation from a cysteine-Cu p-like orbital to a s -like one.
This demonstrates a closely-coupled relationship between geometric and electronic structure. In
contrast to the wealth of studies on the oxidised form of these proteins, much less known about
the electronic structure of the reduced forms. This is largely due to the fact that the d10 elec-
tronic configuration of the reduced form does not avail itself to the spectroscopic techniques used
to probe the d9 configuration of the oxidised form. The electronic structure of the reduced form
has been studied with photoelectron spectroscopy combined with Xa molecular orbitals calcula-
tions.10 However, it would be beneficial to have comparably detailed understanding of the reduced
form because in electron transfer both oxidised and reduced forms are of equal importance.
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A key aspect that determines the observed spectroscopy and subsequent properties of blue cop-
per proteins, is the copper-sulphur bond which binds the cysteinate to the metal centre. It is clear
that the spectroscopy of the active site is sensitive to the nature of the substituents, and the orienta-
tion of the sulfur orbitals with respect to the copper d orbitals. This feature can be studied through
small molecular systems that contain the copper-sulfur bond. Furthermore, such studies are not
limited to the oxidised form, but also have the potential to reveal information on the reduced form.
Copper hydrosulphide (CuSH) provides the simplest model of the copper-cysteinate interaction,
where CuSH is analogous to the reduced form of the protein and CuSH+ represents the oxidised
form.
In recent years, there has been a number of spectroscopic studies on CuSH.11–13 In a microwave
study, CuSH was shown to be bent with a Cu-S-H bond angle of 93 , which was similar to other
metal hydrosulfides.12 Using laser-induced fluorescence in combination with coupled cluster the-
ory calculations (CCSD(T)/6-311++G(3df,3dp)), Clouthier et al. reported a band in the 470 - 515
nm (2.41 - 2.64 eV) region which was attributed to the Ã1A00 - X˜1A0 band system.11 This transition
corresponds to excitation from the highest occupied molecular orbital, which is an anti-bonding
mixture of a d orbital on copper and a 3p orbital on sulfur, to the lowest unoccupied orbital, which
was found to be non-bonding orbital on copper with significant Cu-S antibonding character. Very
recently, the B˜1A0 - X˜1A0 transition was studied with resonant two color two photon ionization
time-of-flight mass spectrometry.13 This transition was found near 434 nm (2.86 eV).These exper-
iments found an increase in bond length from 2.128 Å to 2.174 Å and 2.202 Å for the Ã and B˜
states, respectively, but the Cu-S-H bond angle does not change significantly.
There has been considerable number of theoretical studies of the structure and spectroscopy of
blue copper proteins, for example see references.7,14–20 However, there has been less attention on
small molecules that incorporate the copper-cysteine bond. Ryde et al. have studied the structure
and reorganization energy of small models of the copper cysteine bond, including CuSH0/+ and
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[Cu(imidazole-CH3)2(SC2H5(CH3SC2H5)]0/+, using a number of theoretical methods including
density functional theory (DFT) with the B3LYP exchange-correlation functional, perturbation
theory and coupled cluster theory.21 It was found that the DFT calculations gave reliable results
with only a small basis set dependence, where the wavefunction based methods showed a greater
dependence on the basis set, and it was concluded that neither the oxidised or reduced forms of
the active site were significantly strained by the protein environment. These studies show that
small model molecular systems have a similar geometric structure to that found in the active site of
the protein. In this paper, we explore the similarity of the electronic structure of small molecular
systems to the protein through calculations of the excited states and associated electronic spectra.
Figure 2 shows the molecules studied, which all include analogues of the copper-cysteine bond
that is present in the active site of blue copper proteins.
Computational Details
The molecular structures were optimized using B3LYP with the Stuttgart relativistic small core
(SRSC)22 basis set for copper and the 6-311G** basis set other atom types. Excited state energies
and associated oscillator strengths have been determined using time-dependent density functional
theory (TDDFT). In linear response TDDFT, excitation energies and intensities can be determined
from the eigenvalue problem
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The matrices A and B are given by
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EXC is the exchange correlation functional and ei and ea are the orbital energies of the Kohn-Sham
orbitals yi and ya. A common approximation in TDDFT is the Tamm-Dancoff approximation
(TDA)23 wherein B is assumed to be zero to give the simpler eigenvalue problem
AX= wX (5)
TDDFT calculations have been performed with and without the TDA in conjunction with the fol-
lowing exchange-correlation functionals, B97-1,24 B3LYP,25,26 BLYP,27,28 CAM-B3LYP29 and
EDF1.30
In addition to TDDFT calculations, multi-reference configuration interaction (MRCI) calcu-
lations have been performed for CuSH and CuSH+ with reference orbitals obtained from state
averaged complete active space self-consistent field calculations, wherein the roots are weighted
equally. For CuSH+ an active space of 6 a0 and 3 a00 orbitals was used, this includes the high lying
orbitals shown in Figure 3, excluding the unoccupied 4s-S3ps orbital, in addition to two further oc-
cupied a0 orbitals at lower energy. For CuSH, an active space comprising the 7 a0 and 4 a00 orbitals
was used. This includes the 8 orbitals shown in Figure 3 in addition to the three virtual Rydberg
4p orbitals of copper. The combined SRSC basis set for copper and 6-311G** basis set for other
atom types was used for both TDDFT and MRCI excited state calculations. Further calculations
using the SRSC basis set for copper in conjunction with the 6-311++G** basis set for other atom
types are also reported. All DFT and TDDFT calculations were performed using the Q-CHEM31
software package, while Molpro32 was used for the MRCI calculations.
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Results and Discussion
CuSH and CuSH+
The relevant molecular orbitals for the electronic spectra of CuSH and CuSH+ are shown in
Figure 3. CuSH has the electronic configuration [core](16a0)2(17a0)2(6a00)2. For CuSH+, which
represents the copper-cysteine bond in the oxidised form of the protein, the SOMO is formed from
an antibonding combination of the copper 3dyz and sulphur 3pp orbitals to give the electronic con-
figuration [core](16a0)2(17a0)2(6a00)1 and a X˜2A00 ground state. This orbital is very similar to the
SOMOs of blue copper proteins such as plastocyanin, which are usually described in terms of the
antibonding combination of the copper 3dx2 y2 orbital and sulphur 3pp orbital due to a different
choice of coordinate system. The lower lying orbitals comprise the 3dz2, 3dxz and 3dxy orbitals
which are localised on the copper atom, bonding and antibonding combinations of the 3dyz and
sulphur 3ps orbitals and the bonding combination of the 3dx2 y2 and sulphur 3pp orbitals.
The computed excitation energies are given in Table 1 for TDDFT and TDDFT/TDA for a se-
lection of exchange-correlation functionals along with results fromMRCI calculations. Additional
results for the EDF1 functional are included in the Supporting Information. The low lying elec-
tronic excitations correspond to transitions from the occupied orbitals to the SOMO. The lowest
four transitions are the ligand field excitations from the occupied d orbitals. For these excita-
tions there is no significant difference between the values from full TDDFT and TDDFT with the
TDA. The values for the standard hybrid functionals B97-1 and B3LYP are similar, and in good
agreement with the values from MRCI. While for the pure GGA functionals BLYP and EDF1,
the excitation energies for the ligand field excitations are too low, while for the range-corrected
CAM-B3LYP functional the predicted excitation energies are too high. All methods predict that
these transitions have essentially zero intensity, whereas in the spectra for the proteins a distinct
ligand field band is observed.2
The two higher lying transitions correspond to excitations from the dyz+S3pp and dx2 y2+S3ps
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orbitals to the SOMO, these orbitals are analogous to the orbitals referred to as Cysp and Cyss in
blue copper proteins. For these two excitations TDDFT and TDDFT/TDA make qualitatively dif-
ferent predictions. Within the TDA, the excitation energy for the dyz+S3pp !SOMO transition
is too high, and lies above the dx2 y2+S3ps !SOMO transition for the GGA functionals. This
represents a failure of the TDA, since without this approximation TDDFT results are in good
agreement with the MRCI calculations, particularly for the B97-1 functional. For more details on
the origin of failure of the TDA, the reader is referred elsewhere.33 The calculations show that the
dyz+S3pp !SOMO transition has significant intensity with an oscillator strength (f) of 0.023 with
B97-1, and the dx2 y2+S3ps !SOMO transition is much weaker with f=0.001. The electronic
spectrum of CuSH+ is surprisingly similar to that of the oxidised forms of the protein, which high-
lights the importance of the Cu-S bond in the spectroscopy of the proteins. In plastocyanin the
intense Cysp band occurs at 2.07 eV, with the Cyss and ligand field bands at 2.76 eV and 1.61 eV,
respectively.
The electronic structure of CuSH corresponds to the reduced form of the protein, and excitation
energies for the low-lying transitions are given in Table 2. For this system, we focus on excitations
to the LUMO and only results for full TDDFT are presented. The LUMO is shown in Figure 3 and
is made from a mixture of a 3ps orbital on sulphur and the 4s orbital on copper. This is consistent
with the earlier work of Clouthier et al.11 The lowest energy excitation arises from excitation from
the dyz-S3pp orbital to the LUMO. Experiment shows that the band for this transition lies at 2.5
eV.11 The results from MRCI and TDDFT with the B97-1 and CAM-B3LYP functionals are in
reasonable agreement with this, while the other functionals give a lower excitation energy. The
next transition is predicted to be more intense and corresponds to dx2 y2-S3ps !LUMO. In exper-
iment this transition lies at 2.86 eV,13 and most of the calculations are consistent with this. All the
theoretical methods find little separation between the transitions from the remaining d orbitals that
are not mixed with the orbitals of sulphur with the hybrid functionals predicting higher excitation
energies than the GGA functionals and MRCI. B97-1 gives an energy for the dyz+S3pp !LUMO
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excitation of 3.86 eV, which is very close to the value from MRCI. The dx2 y2+S3ps !LUMO
transition is significantly higher in energy (5.07 eV for B97-1) and is predicted to be the most
intense transition. Between the transitions from the dyz+S3pp and dx2 y2+S3ps orbitals excita-
tions to the second virtual orbital, which is best described as a 4p orbital on copper, occur but
these are not shown. Since these transitions involve excitation to an orbital which has more diffuse
character, it is surprising that a standard hybrid functional provides accurate excitation energies.
Indeed, the predicted excitation energies for the standard hybrid functionals are close to those for
the range-corrected CAM-B3LYP functional. Calculation of the L overlap diagnostic gives val-
ues that are low but above 0.3, which is the value below which hybrid functionals are predicted
to fail.34 Furthermore, calculations with additional diffuse basis functions (shown in Supporting
Information) give results in very close agreement with those where the diffuse functions are not
present. Overall, considering both cationic and neutral forms, TDDFT with the B97-1 functional
gives a reliable description of the excited states, that is consistent with the available experimental
data and MRCI calculations, which can be readily applied to larger molecules.
Larger Molecules
While the electronic structure of CuSH+ and CuSH have strong similarities with the protein,
significant differences are observed. In particular, for CuSH strong bands at low energy are ob-
served which are not reported for the protein. Consequently, it is of interest to explore how these
features evolve as further ligands are added to the copper center. Tables 3 and 4 give TDDFT/B97-
1 excitation energies for the larger molecules, shown in Figure 2, derived from CuSH that contain
ligands present in the active site of the protein. The molecular orbitals involved in the transi-
tions are shown in Figures 4-7. In the gas-phase the molecular geometry can differ greatly from
the structure of the active site, for example (CH3)2SCuH has a (CH3)2S-Cu bond length of 2.25
Å which is considerable shorter than the Cu-Smethionine bond length in the protein active site and
the nitrogen-copper-sulphur bond angle in (imidazole)-CuSH is nearly linear which is consider-
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ably different from those observed in the protein. For the positively charged ions, all of these
molecules contain a SOMO that is similar to CuSH+ comprising an antibonding combination
of a Cu 3d orbital and the sulphur 3pp orbital. In addition, corresponding orbitals to the occu-
pied orbitals involved in the electronic spectrum of CuSH+ can be identified. As a result these
molecules can have similar excited states and electronic spectra to CuSH+, and indeed the pre-
dicted excited states for CuSCH+3 and (CH3)2SCuSH
+ are similar to CuSH+. For CuSCH+3 there
is a shift to higher energy for the ligand field and Cysp (dxy+S3pp !SOMO) excitations, while
for (CH3)2SCuSH+ where there is a ligand bonded to copper there is a shift to lower energy for
the ligand field and Cysp excitations, with the energy of the dx2 y2+S3ps !SOMO transition un-
affected. For (CH3)2SCuSH+ there is also an additional transition at 1.20 eV that arises from an
excitation from a p-type orbital associated with the S(CH3) group. The presence of a single im-
idazole group leads to a qualitatively different pattern for the excited states. The lowest energy
excitation arises from the dxy+S3pp !SOMO transition, which has no intensity. For the other
molecules and the active site of the protein the corresponding transition occurs at much higher
energy and has the greatest intensity. For (imidazole)-CuSH+ the most intense transition is the
dx2 y2-S3ps !SOMO transition and is predicted to lie at 2.02 eV. This difference arises from the
almost linear arrangement around the copper, which is very different from the structure found in
the active site. Experimental spectra for different blue copper proteins show that the intensity of
the Cysp band is sensitive to small changes in the orientation of the ligands bonded to copper.2 On
the addition of a second imidazole group, the molecular structure resembles more closely that of
the protein active site, and correspondingly the pattern of excited states is similar to the protein.
The dxy+S3pp !SOMO transition is the most intense and lies at 2.33 eV with the d excitations
predicted to lie at ⇡1.8 eV. These energies are similar to the corresponding values of 2.07 eV and
1.60 eV in plastocyanin. The calculations on (imidazole)2-CuSH+ also show a transition with sig-
nificant intensity arising from an excitation from the p orbital of the imidazole rings to the SOMO
at 2.61 eV.
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For the neutral molecules, there is a greater difference between the nature of the low lying ex-
cited states for the different molecules. For CuSCH3, the substitution of hydrogen with the methyl
group on the sulphur has little effect on the predicted excited states, and the computed excitation
energies are similar to CuSH. This is because the LUMO of CuSH is localised on the copper atom
and the LUMO of CuSCH3 has a very similar form to CuSH. However, for the other molecules
which have ligands directly bonded to copper, significantly different spectra are predicted, and the
low lying excitations below 3 eV are no longer present. For the three molecules, (CH3)2SCuSH,
(imidazole)-CuSH and (imidazole)2-CuSH, the excited states arise from excitation from the two
highest occupied orbitals to a range of virtual orbitals. For (CH3)2SCuSH these include the 4s-
S3ps but this has been shifted to higher energy. Further transitions to a p orbital of the second
sulphur atom and 4p orbitals of copper are also predicted. When imidazole is present, the exci-
tations are predominantly to p⇤ and s⇤ orbitals associated with the ring. For these systems, the
inclusion of diffuse basis functions has a larger effect, with a lowering of the excitation energies of
0.1-0.2 eV.
Conclusions
In this work, TDDFT calculations of the electronically excited states of small molecules that con-
tain the copper-sulphur bond present in blue copper proteins have been studied in both neutral
and cationic forms to explore the similarity of their electronic structure to that of the active site
of the proteins and provide a guide to future experimental studies on these systems. For CuSH
and CuSH+, it is shown that excitation energies from full TDDFT calculations with the B97-1
exchange-correlation functional agree well with the available experimental data and MRCI calcu-
lations. However, for the TDA of TDDFT, qualitatively incorrect results are obtained for the Cysp
and Cyss excitations of CuSH+.
The SOMO of the positive ions is formed from an antibonding combination of a 3d orbital
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on copper and a 3pp orbital on sulphur, which is analogous to the SOMO found in proteins. The
predicted electronic spectra are also found to be qualitatively similar to the proteins, except for
(imidazole)-CuSH. This is because the geometry of (imidazole)-CuSH is very different from that
of the protein active site. Furthermore, additional transitions with significant intensity, for example
from the p orbitals of the ring in (imidazole)2-CuSH, are found. The predicted electronic spectra
of the neutral molecules varies considerably, due to the changing nature of the low-lying virtual
orbitals. In particular, for the molecules that contain additional ligands bonded directly to copper,
the low energy excitations observed in CuSH and CuSCH3 are absent or shifted to higher energies.
Supporting Information Available
Calculated TDDFT excitation energies for CuSH and CuSH+ with the EDF1 exchange-correlation
functional. Calculated TDDFT excitation energies with the inclusion of diffuse basis functions.
This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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Table 1: Calculated vertical excitation energies of CuSH+ in eV. TDA - Tamm-Dancoff approxi-
mation, FULL - full TDDFT.
Excitation B97-1 B3LYP BLYP CAM-B3LYP MRCI
TDA FULL TDA FULL TDA FULL TDA FULL
dx2 y2-S3ps !SOMO 0.92 0.88 0.96 0.93 0.84 0.81 1.11 1.06 0.70
dxy !SOMO 1.77 1.74 1.82 1.80 1.28 1.27 2.34 2.32 1.82
dxz !SOMO 1.82 1.80 1.86 1.84 1.28 1.28 2.50 2.49 1.91
dz2 !SOMO 1.83 1.80 1.87 1.85 1.37 1.36 2.50 2.49 1.91
dyz+S3pp !SOMO 2.64 2.29 2.71 2.40 2.92 2.46 3.01 2.80 2.30
dx2 y2+S3ps !SOMO 2.71 2.65 2.73 2.68 2.67 2.63 3.03 2.99 2.59
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Table 2: Calculated vertical excitation energies of CuSH in eV, non-zero oscillator strengths given
in parenthesis.†values from experiment, references11,13
Excitation B97-1 B3LYP BLYP CAM-B3LYP MRCI Exp.†
dyz-S3pp !LUMO 2.18 (0.009) 2.08 (0.008) 1.74 (0.006) 2.34 (0.011) 2.27 2.5
dx2 y2-S3ps !LUMO 2.94 (0.035) 2.92 (0.037) 2.62 (0.004) 2.90 (0.030) 2.57 2.86
dxz !LUMO 3.19 3.14 2.64 3.13 2.90
dz2 !LUMO 3.20 (0.001) 3.15 (0.001) 2.76 (0.029) 3.14 (0.001) 2.91
dxy !LUMO 3.32 (0.005) 3.26 (0.005) 2.85 (0.005) 3.27 (0.005) 2.94
dyz+S3pp !LUMO 3.86 3.77 3.30 3.95 (0.001) 3.92
dx2 y2+S3ps !LUMO 5.07 (0.052) 5.01 (0.049) 4.71 (0.021) 5.23 (0.064) -
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Table 3: Calculated TDDFT/B97-1 excitation energies in eV for the larger molecule cations. Non-
zero oscillator strengths given in parenthesis.
Excitation DE / eV
CuSCH+3
dx2 y2-S3ps !SOMO 0.93
dyz !SOMO 2.05
dxz !SOMO 2.16
dz2 !SOMO 2.16
dxy+S3pp !SOMO 2.49 (0.017)
dx2 y2+S3ps !SOMO 2.64 (0.001)
(CH3)2SCuSH+
dx2 y2-S3ps !SOMO 0.67
SCH33ps !SOMO 1.20
dxy !SOMO 1.34 (0.001)
dxz !SOMO 1.47
dz2 !SOMO 1.48
dyz+S3pp !SOMO 2.05 (0.070)
dx2 y2+S3ps !SOMO 2.62 (0.001)
(imidazole)-CuSH+
dxy+S3pp !SOMO 0.72
pring !SOMO 1.27 (0.010)
dyz !SOMO 1.47
dz2 !SOMO 1.55
dxz !SOMO 1.56
dx2 y2-S3ps !SOMO 2.02 (0.090)
dx2 y2+S3ps !SOMO 2.05 (0.001)
(imidazole)2-CuSH+
dx2 y2-S3ps !SOMO 1.08
dz2 !SOMO 1.77 (0.001)
dxz !SOMO 1.88
dyz !SOMO 1.95
dxy+S3pp !SOMO 2.33 (0.095)
p1 !SOMO 2.61 (0.009)
p2 !SOMO 2.68
dx2 y2+S3ps !SOMO 3.11
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Table 4: Calculated TDDFT/B97-1 excitation energies in eV for the larger molecules. Non-zero
oscillator strengths given in parenthesis.
Excitation DE / eV
CuSCH3
dxy-S3pp !4s-S3ps 1.92 (0.006)
dx2 y2-S3ps !4s-S3ps 2.84 (0.054)
dz2 !4s-S3ps 3.17 (0.001)
dxz !4s-S3ps 3.17
dyz !4s-S3ps 3.28 (0.005)
dxy+S3pp !4s-S3ps 3.73
dx2 y2+S3ps !4s-S3ps 4.61 (0.047)
(CH3)2SCuSH
dyz-S3pp !4s-S3ps 3.95 (0.024)
dyz-S3pp !SCH33p 4.03 (0.050)
dyz-S3pp !Cu4px 4.27 (0.003)
dx2 y2-S3ps !SCH33p 4.67 (0.025)
dx2 y2-S3ps !4s-S3ps 4.92 (0.036)
dx2 y2-S3ps !Cu4px 5.24 (0.047)
(imidazole)-CuSH
dxy-S3pp !p⇤1 3.61 (0.032)
dxy-S3pp !s⇤NH 3.85 (0.018)
dx2 y2-S3ps !p⇤1 4.19 (0.001)
dxy-S3pp !Cu4px 4.42
dxy-S3pp !p⇤2 4.47 (0.017)
dx2 y2-S3ps !s⇤NH 4.76 (0.025)
(imidazole)2-CuSH
dxy-S3pp ! p⇤1 3.36 (0.010)
dxy-S3pp !s⇤NH 3.43 (0.016)
dxy-S3pp ! p⇤2 3.52 (0.003)
dx2 y2-S3ps ! p⇤1 3.55 (0.013)
dx2 y2-S3ps ! s⇤NH 3.70 (0.010)
dx2 y2-S3ps ! p⇤2 3.78 (0.008)
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Figure Captions
Figure 1: Active site of plastocyanin
Figure 2: Small molecules with the copper-cysteine bond.
Figure 3: Molecular orbitals of CuSH.
Figure 4: Molecular orbitals of CuSCH3.
Figure 5: Molecular orbitals of (CH3)2CuSH.
Figure 6: Molecular orbitals of (imidazole)-CuSH.
Figure 7: Molecular orbitals of (imidazole)2-CuSH.
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Figure 4
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Figure 5
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Figure 6
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Figure 7
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